We review some fundamental and practical aspects of fiber-optic parametric amplifiers (FOPAs). In particular, their unique phase-sensitive amplification ability along with the corresponding ultralow noise figure will be discussed. Applications of both phase-insensitive and phase-sensitive FOPAs will also be covered.
Introduction
Fiber-optic parametric amplifiers (FOPAs) 1, 2 which rely on the nonlinear process of four-wave mixing (FWM), have gained significant interest recently as they, in addition to providing amplification, have been shown to be useful in for a wide range of functionalities including e.g. optical sampling 3 , and multicasting 4 just to name a few. By correctly tailoring these amplifiers they can provide very high gain (70 dB) 5 , or very broadband and spectrally flat gain (20 dB gain over 100 nm with < 3-dB ripple) 6 in a dual-pump configuration. FWM is inherently sensitive to the phases of the interacting waves, but when there is no idler wave present at the input; one will be generated inside the fiber with a phase such that the implementation becomes insensitive to the input signal phase. Hence, this implementation is relatively simple since there is no need for a phase-locked input idler wave; however, the lowest possible noise figure (NF) is 3 dB just as for EDFAs and SOAs. In contrast, when implemented in phase-sensitive mode (PS-FOPA), where an idler wave is also present at the amplifier input along with the signal and pump waves, the quantum-limited NF is 0 dB, which is unique to this kind of optical amplifier.
In this paper, we will first review some basics of parametric amplifiers and outline the distinctions between PS-FOPAs and FOPAs. We will then discuss some recent performance measurement results obtained with these amplifiers including phase-transfer function and NF. Finally, we discuss some of the applications of FOPAs with main emphasis on PS-FOPAs, one example being all-optical phase regeneration.
Fiber-optic parametric amplifiers
The key building blocks of FOPAs are 1) the specifically designed highly nonlinear fiber (HLNF) that should not only have low dispersion near the operating wavelength but also low attenuation and be easy to splice to other types of fibers and 2) the high power single-frequency pump laser with low intensity noise and small spectral linewidth. Figure 1 shows schematically a single-pump implementation of a PS-FOPA. Here, the signal and idler wavelengths are symmetrically located around the pump, the socalled non-degenerate-idler configuration in which multiple signal-idler pairs can interact with the pump making the scheme WDM compatible. This scheme can also be extended to a dualpumped configuration. A fraction of the signal is tapped off and used as a seed to generate an appropriate idler wave that must not only have the correct optical phase but also contain the encoded data from the signal. The control of the relative phase relation among the different waves can be implemented with a feedback control loop (by e.g. maximizing the gain) as illustrated in the figure. Another approach is to use the so-called degenerate-idler configuration, shown in figure  2 , in which the signal wave is symmetrically surrounded by two pumps, causing the idler wavelength to coincide with that of the signal. The advantage of this is that only one input wave carrying information is needed. However, since only one frequency allocation is possible for the signal, the degenerate-idler configuration is inherently single channel. The phase sensitive amplification is dictated by the relative phase among the interacting waves. The input/output optical field relation of any FOPA at perfect phase matching is given by 7 : 
Here, γ is the nonlinear coefficient of the fiber, P is the pump power, and L eff is the effective length of the fiber. Clearly, in the case of no idler present at the input, one will be generated, and the signal phase is conserved. Solving this equation, assuming for simplicity that the signal and idler powers are equal, one finds the expression for signal gain as:
The quantity θ rel is the relative phase among the three waves. In general, this is given by θ rel = φ p1 + φ p2 − φ s − φ i. and in the case of figure 1 reduces to θ rel = 2φ p − φ s − φ i and in figure 2 to θ rel = φ p1 + φ p2 − 2φ s , respectively.
It is seen from this equation that only signal phases satisfying θ rel = π/2 are fully amplified while those resulting in θ rel = -π/2 will be parametrically attenuated.
By blocking the idler wave, the gain becomes phase insensitive (θ rel is always zero, assuming perfect phase matching, as a local idler wave with φ i = 2φ p − φ s is generated inside the fiber) and is then simply given by:
It can be noted that under the condition of high gain, in this case the gain is 6 dB smaller than in the PS-FOPA phase-adjusted for maximum gain.
Experimental characteristics
In our recent experimental work 8 on PS-FOPAs, we used the setup shown in figure 3 which relies on a two-stage approach to emulate the scheme in figure 1. The first stage is used to generate a continuous-wave idler with fixed phase relationship to the signal and pump waves and the second interferometer-based stage allows data encoding of the signal and idler simultaneously. This setup provides a convenient way to study the fundamental properties and performance of PS-FOPAs. In real PS-FOPAs, techniques to locally track the phase of the incoming signal may need to be implemented and this will place high demands on the phase noise (spectral linewidth) of the lasers involved. However, the described implementation has the potential to be used in real applications as discussed later. Figure 4 shows the calculated phase transfer function of the PS-FOPA at different levels of maximum gain. Note how the output phase characteristic approaches a square shape at high gain. This clearly illustrates the basis of alloptical phase regeneration. . The phase of the signal that is varying linearly in a saw-tooth fashion at the input has been "squeezed" into two discrete levels at the output. The output amplitude varies as a sinusoid with phase, as expected from eq. (2). 
Noise figure of PS-FOPAs
Perhaps the most intriguing property of PS-9 quantum-limited NF in figure 1 is 0 dB when considering both the signal and idler waves but -3 dB if one would consider only the signal wave 10, 11 (assuming equal signal and idler power) due to the complete correlation between the signal and idler. In figure 2 , the quantumlimited NF is 0 dB. In general, the noise generation in FOPAs have four different origins 12 : amplified quantum noise (AQN), pump transfer noise (PTN), Raman phonon seeded noise and residual pump ASE noise. In addition, noise properties will be affected by e.g. zerodispersion wavelength variations 13 , fiber attenuation and polarization-mode dispersion. The impact of PTN can be minimized by using low noise pump and/or operating with sufficiently low input signal power. The residual ASE noise can be minimized with proper filtering and avoiding the use of signal wavelengths close to the pump wavelength. The Raman seeded NF contribution is wavelength dependent and according to our calculations is for typical FOPAs (phase-sensitive or not) in the range 0.5-1 dB. Therefore, even in a PS-FOPA it will be challenging to reach 0-dB noise figure. We have used a setup with a cascaded approach very similar to that in figure 3 to characterize the NF in PS-FOPAs. The main difference is that the copier gain was kept very small and we used a large inter-stage loss to ensure that the excess noise from the copier was negligible such that the signal entering the PSA was essentially shot-noise limited. It is important to measure the noise characteristics in the electrical domain in order to capture all noise contributions rather than in the optical domain through OSNR measurements. In our measurements we typically capture the noise at an RF-frequency near 900 MHz and conduct careful shot-noise calibration prior to the measurements. Below we always assume that the total "signal" power is the sum of the signal and idler power at the amplifier input. In this case the quantumlimited NF is 0 dB. In 14 , a near 0.5 dB NF was reported, however, that value was referenced to signal power only, thus not representing a subtraditional-quantum limited NF; with our definition the value would be changed to NF = 3.5 dB. The lowest NF reported to date in PSFOPAs with reasonable gain (>10 dB) is 1.8 dB with 16 dB gain in an interferometric degenerate-idler configuration 15 . F power of our PS-FOPA. As can be seen near 1-dB NF is obtained at input powers below -40 dBm. The gain was 26 dB. This is the first demonstration of near 1-dB NF at high gain in PS-FOPAs. For comparison, we also show the NF in the phase-insensitive amplification (PIA) case which was obtained by simply blocking the idler. Here, the gain was reduced by 5 dB and the NF was increased by about 3 dB. 23 , and ultrafast TDM add-drop multiplexing 24 .
In intriguing potential application are; 1) direct phase-regeneration of phase-encoded signals and 2) transmission of signals with optical amplifiers having ultra-low NF. The consequence of the latter is that the system design could be relaxed since the OSNR will be larger for a given signal power compared with an EDFA-based system. In practical use of PS-FOPAs as in-line amplifiers in real transmission systems. As in the setup of figure 3 , a copier is used at the transmitter to generate an idler (several in a DWDM system). The in-line PS-FOPAs will thus amplify the signal(s) and idlers(s) simultaneously and they will co-propagate throughout the system. The pump wave, however, needs to be periodically recovered and this can be achieved by the use of optical injection-locking and a phase-locked loop as illustrated in the figure. In addition to being compatible with DWDM signals, this scheme is suitable for advanced modulation formats, e.g. m-QAM. We have shown 25 that there is a 6-dB link NF advantage with this approach compared with the use of lumped EDFAs. Similar to the case of Raman amplification, this scheme can also be extended to distributed amplification resulting in further improvements 11 . A higher OSNR can be traded for e.g. larger amplifier spacing and potentially lower cost, or allowing the use of more OSNR/nonlinearity sensitive modulation formats such as 64-QAM. In essence, if in-line amplifiers with NF approaching 0-dB could be used, the linear Shannon capacity limit would hold over a wider power range compared with the use of EDFAs. Since the idler is conjugated with respect to the signal, both signal quadratures can be amplified allowing us, in principle, to reach the Shannon limit. One drawback is that the idlers do propagate along the link occupying spectral space (not necessarily near the signal), and one could argue that this reduces spectral efficiency. Phase regeneration with PS-FOPA As pointed out, direct phase regene possible with PS-FOPAs. Figure 9 shows the setup of such an experiment 26 undertaken by our collaborators from the ORC at the University of Southampton using the degenerate-idler configuration. A binary DPSK signal with intentional phase perturbation was used as the input signal. A key aspect in this experiment is the "black-box" feature of the regenerator -it has the data signal as its only input and the insertion loss in this scheme can be made very small in contrast to previous demonstrations, making it potentially very attractive in real applications. In the first stage of the regenerator, a phase-locked idler is generated and used as seed for an injection-locked laser serving as a second pump 27 in the second regenerator stage, the PS-FOPA. We.6.E.1 F this regenerator using data 10 Gb/s. Differential constellation diagrams were generated after balanced detection. The input peak-to-peak distortion of ± 60 degrees was fully recovered (within the measurement uncertainty) to that without perturbations while simultaneously not adding significant amplitude noise. BER measurements were also performed to successfully confirm the performance. Recent measurements also confirm that the regenerator is able to remove amplitude noise by exploiting gain saturation effects 28 .
Challenges
There are s before the full prospects of phase-sensitive FOPAs can be implemented in real systems. In many experimental demonstrations, active mitigation of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) by use of pump phase modulation is needed. This degrades the performance of FOPAs in several ways and should ideally be avoided.
FOPAs are inherently single polarization amplifiers; however, in principle this can be resolved by using dual-orthogonal polarization pumping. Injection-locking appears recovery and deserves more consideration. In relation to this, techniques to recover a carrier from data signal using a carrier-less spectrum (such as BPSK) would also be useful.
Conclusions
T fiber optic param well known. Several potential applications exist (apart from amplification). However, since this is still a concept under exploration there are reasons to believe that new interesting possibilities will emerge, driven by technology development (e.g. holey fibers) and the need for all-optical functionalities in dynamic optical networks.
